Discussion points, activities, and writing prompts for

The Magnificent Makers:
Brain Trouble

1. Get to know the characters in Magnificent Makers #2: Brain Trouble. If you're new to
the series, follow the instructions in c for both Pablo and Violet.
a. Grab the outline of Pablo that you have been working on. What new things have you learned
from this book? Have any of your questions been answered? Update your outline!
b. Grab the outline of Violet that you have been working on. What new things have you learned
from this book? Have any of your questions been answered? Update your outline!
c. Who are Skylar and Devin? Draw two outlines of human figures, which will represent each
twin, on a large piece of paper. Write any known details about Skylar and Devin inside the
outlines. Outside of the outlines, write any questions about either of them that you might
have. Discuss them.

2. Newburg Elementary is celebrating brain awareness week with a brain fair organized by the local
college. The students were told that the brain fair would include lots of games and activities.
Describe the brain fair in your own words, using specifics from the book.
a. Draw a map of the gym during the brain fair. Be sure to incorporate the stations mentioned in
the book, while also adding any stations you would include.

3. Violet and Pablo sit down at a station where a college student, Claire, is baking brains with Devin
and Skylar. The kids learn about the three parts of the brain. What are the three parts, and what
does each part do?
a. Create a poster to illustrate the three parts of the brain. Make each part
a different color and include information about what it does.

4. Create a papier-mâché thinking cap that you can actually wear!
' Start by creating a head shape from wire or a balloon, or use a bowl to build
your cap around. Balling up some newspaper and covering it with masking tape
will also work. Try to use something close to the size and shape of your head so
you can wear your cap.
' Cut strips of newspaper. Mix papier-mâché paste (2 parts white glue to 1 part
water). Coat the newspaper strips with the paste, and place them one by one on
whatever you are using to form your cap.
' Let each newspaper layer dry before you add a new layer. Add enough layers to give
you a strong structure. When the structure is dry, remove the underlying mold.
' You can then paint the thinking cap to show the different parts of the brain.
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5. The first challenge in the Maker Maze required the kids to match each hologram
with the part of the brain that is used to complete the action. Describe each
hologram in your own words and explain which part of the brain is being used.
a. Play your own Charades-like game. Mime an activity with gestures and
facial expressions. Then have others try to guess which part of your brain
you are using.
b. For an extra challenge, see if you can come up with actions that would use
all three parts of the brain!

6. In order to complete each challenge successfully, the kids need to learn to work
as a team. Did you know that your eyes and your brain work together as a team,
too? What do the kids learn about their brains from the challenge with the bean
bags and the prism goggles?
a. Experiment with how your eyes work with your brain by holding a small
object in your hand. Cover one of your eyes. Place a target several feet away
on the floor. Then, with one eye covered, attempt to toss the small object
onto the target. Why is it so hard to judge depth and distance with only
one eye?
It’s all about teamwork! We are created with two eyes so that our eyes can work
as a team to see everything. Both eyes send information to the brain, and our
brain compares the information to understand it. With only one eye, we don’t
have depth perception—it is very hard for us judge how close up or far away
things are.

7. Violet admits that she treated Skylar differently because she is an artist. But
in many ways, science and art are the same thing. They are both attempts to
understand and describe the world around us. Choose one of the following forms
of art, and create something to better help others understand our brains and
how they work.
a. Photography
b. Collage
c. Dance
d. Song
e. Poetry		
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8. In the name that brain challenge, the kids needed to match each
animal with its brain. Dr. Crisp says, “If you get stuck, think about
what makes each animal special. What makes an animal special also makes
their brain special.” How do the kids determine which brain belongs to which
animal? Describe in your own words.
a. Using the information in chapter ten, design a made-up creature and its
brain. Be sure to describe what makes your creature unique, and make
sure that uniqueness is reflected in its brain.

9. Even though all human brains look the same, our life experiences and the
things we learn help create new neural pathways in our brains that make them
different. Neural pathways are like electrical wiring—connections are formed as
you learn new knowledge and have new experiences. To illustrate this, try the
following activity.
a. Draw ten dots down the left-hand side of a piece of paper. Then draw ten
more dots down the right-hand side of the paper. These dots represent
neurons. Assume that each neuron makes connections with the ten dots on the other side of
the paper when new input is received.
b. Watch a video on YouTube about a science topic you would like to learn more about. Each time
you hear new information, pause the video and connect the top left dot with a dot on the right
while repeating the new information you just heard, creating a pathway. Once the left dot has
connected with each of the right dots,
move on to the next left dot.
c. Soon the web of pathways will become
very complicated. But this is simplified;
in actuality, each of your brain’s neurons
may make thousands of connections
with other neurons.

10. Brainstorm together and create your own
board game version of the Brainy Maker
Maze in which players help Pablo, Violet,
Skylar, and Devin complete each challenge
through board game elements (cards,
pathways, challenges, dice, a timer, etc.).
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